Appendix F
Terminal Study
Correspondence

Charlevoix Municipal Airport (CVX)
Terminal Building Space Allocation
Lobby (Lower Level) and Waiting Area (Upper Level)
Following are excerpts from the minutes of the May 28, 2009 and June 11, 2009 Steering Committee
meetings –
1.

Circulation (“flow”) into, through and out of the new airport facility to waiting aircraft was
identified as the most critical issue to be resolved in any facility planning that is going to take
place.

2.

An “over-flow” space for charter service and FBO patrons if weather conditions necessitate
prolonged waiting time as a result of space in the individual operations lounges being
limited.

3.

Beaver Island operations are unique:
a. Passenger travel tends to be seasonal
b. Freight travel is year around—this phenomenon is more typical to Charlevoix Area
Facility than most other Class “G” Uncontrolled Airport Facilities.

4.

Freight:
a. Incoming goes directly to the respective charter service responsible for its delivery
b. Facilities to be in separate centralized space with appropriate storage area.
c. “Flow” of incoming freight, regardless from which side, to be accommodated.

It is clear from these excerpts that ‘passenger flow’ and ‘freight flow’ are key considerations in
developing the terminal building layout and space requirements. The attached Exhibits depict
the proposed circulation patterns and the proposed seating areas of the main floor (Exhibit 1)
and upper level (Exhibit 2). These areas were designed to accommodate airline passengers, with
their related luggage and carry-ons, and associated meeters and greeters.
Sight cannot be lost that a key function of the terminal building is to serve as a terminus point
for the island bound residents of Beaver Island, the most remote inhabited island in the Great Lakes,
with a year-round population of 600 – from www.beaverisland.org. Flights between CVX and Beaver
Island are dependent on the variable weather conditions associated with this Lake Michigan
bound airport.
During the airport busy time (generally the summer months), the two airlines operating out of
CVX can simultaneously be operating two aircraft each. One airline flies Britten Norman
Islanders with a 10 person capacity (9 passengers plus pilot), while the second airline flies
Partenavias with a 7 person capacity (6 passengers plus pilot). Consequently, the expected
maximum passenger/pilot count during the busy season would be 34. When this occurs, but the
weather does not cooperate (i.e. too low of minimums to allow landing either at Beaver Island or
at Charlevoix), the terminal waiting area must accommodate the passengers (approximately 34),
their luggage/cargo and any meeters/greeters (estimated at 34 – 51, based conservatively on 1 to
1.5 meeter/greeter per passenger).
Because both airlines are able to operate unscheduled flights, as well as their scheduled flights,
delayed flights can resume almost immediately when weather permits. Therefore, it is

incumbent on the passengers to ‘hang around’ the terminal waiting for weather conditions to
improve. This can result in upwards of 85, or more, people mingling, sitting, stretching out and
waiting for the weather to cooperate.
Exhibits 1 and 2 depict the circulation plan for the main floor and upper level. Because airplane
passengers tend to have luggage, laptops and other carry-ons, the requisite circulation corridors
must be necessarily wider than a standard hallway in, say, an office. Additionally, it is important
to maintain sufficient clearance in front of the airline ticketing counters and the lunchette
vending area to enable easy passenger access.
The seating arrangement, as shown, represents a capacity of 26 seated persons on the main floor
and a capacity of 25 seated persons on the upper level, for a total seated capacity of 51. This
would leave, under the grounded flight condition described above, up to 34 persons standing
and/or milling about. It is realized other seating configurations could result in several more, or
several less, seats. However, that does not change the reality that it is important that the
capacity of the proposed terminal building be adequate to handle the proven passenger/people
loads.
The terminal building location at CVX has several space limiting constraints (see Exhibit 3).
The site is limited by having virtually no expansions capabilities to the east (limited by airport
property line and the adjoining Harbor Industry facility) and having only limited expansion
capabilities to the west (limited by the airport electrical vault and underground utilities).
Expansion to the north is not an option due to proximity to the aircraft apron and its proximity
to the runway. And, finally, expansion to the south has some prospect to the extent auto parking
is willing to be lost.
The terminal building footprint was developed with these constraints in mind and makes as
much use of available ground space as possible. However, accounting for all public use spaces
as a single story terminal, the building would have too large a footprint for the site. Therefore, it
was determined the best approach is to build vertical (build a second level) to accommodate the
building space requirements while staying within the available site footprint.
This decision has an economic value, as well as providing the needed terminal space in a limited
area. New, single level construction for this type of building is generally estimated at $250 per
square foot ($250/sf), while second level construction is estimated at $200/sf. Considering the
second level is 3,644 sf, the cost savings is estimated to be $182,200.

Charlevoix Terminal Design Eligibility
December 13, 2009
January 25, 2010
Based on my re-review of RW Armstrong’s November 19 Terminal Building Eligible
Area letter (this time with drawings and floor areas, plus the information in their
December 4 letter), I have the following comments: City/RWA’s response to Dave
Welhouse’s questions/comments.
First Floor
1. Item 1.a) For clarification, this only includes the 32 sf space, not the scale. That
is correct. The scales are not included.
2. Item 1.b) If the Baggage Make-Up Areas are leased to the charter companies,
they would be considered revenue producing. Also, this area is not typically
public space; therefore, it does not readily fall into the definition of “non-revenue
producing public-use areas” in Order 5100.38C, Paragraph 601. Both of these
comments must be addressed before an eligibility determination can be made.
Order 5100.38C Paragraph 611(a)(1) states – “the fact that public-use areas are
subject to a lease where monies are recovered to defray amortization,
depreciation, maintenance or operations costs of the building will not make such
areas nonpublic or revenue producing and thus ineligible”.
The baggage make-up area should also be labeled as freight drop off area. The
charters serve Beaver Island. In the winter time this is the only means of getting
on to or off of the Island. The residents of Beaver Island bring as much groceries,
house hold supplies, and building materials as they can when they fly to the
island. They drop off groceries, freight and other bulky items in this area. The
passengers use carts, supplied by the charters, to transport these items into the
baggage make-up area. The passengers/public has access (and use) to the
entire baggage make-up area. Attached are photos of the existing baggage
make-up area.
Also, a pet holding area will be included in the baggage make-up area. The
City/Airport wants to reduce/eliminate pets in the terminal waiting area. The
baggage make-up area will be used for this purpose. The passengers will place
them in the holding area prior to checking in at the counter and retrieve their pet
to bring them on the flight.
3. Item 1.c) Remember that per our meeting on October 16, the eligible area is only
the space required for the baggage conveyor belt. This area must be clearly
delineated from the non-eligible office space. The office area is 96sq ft each.
The conveyor is 32 sq ft (4feet wide by 8 feet long) along the south wall (from the
scale to the baggage make-up area) of each office area.
4. Item 1.d) Based on the description, should this area be labeled Baggage Pickup
instead of Baggage Storage? Yes, it should be changed. Per the Terminal
Building Advisory Circular, it should be labeled ‘baggage claim area’.
5. Item 2.d) Only the “roughed-in” area for the gift shop is eligible, no finish work.
Yes, up to meeting minimum building code standards which includes MEP and
through drywall. Roughed-in’ will need to be sufficient to enable a Certificate of
Occupancy to be issued.
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6. Item 2.i) The exterior canopies would be eligible; however, this is not floor space
and should not be included in the terminal eligibility determination calculation. We
will reduce the total square footage of the building by 2680 sq ft (new total square
footage is 12,025 which include 11,461sq ft of eligible area and 564sq ft of non
eligible area). The canopies will be funded at 100% eligibility.
7. The Manager’s Office and Airport Operations are not typically “public areas”;
therefore, additional justification is needed.
AC 150/5360-9 “Planning and Design of Airport Terminal Buildings Facilities at
NonHub Locations” Paragraph 34(b) states - “the airport offices should be
accessible to the public but not necessarily in the flow pattern of terminal users”.
The airports manager’s office will be attached to the information desk, which may
not be manned 100% of the time. This will require the airport manager to answer
questions and direct passengers. The manager’s office will be accessible to the
public. The existing manager’s office is being relocated from the back corner of
the current terminal to provide better usage and flow of the new terminal and to
provide better access to the passengers, pilots and general public.
This is just as much a General Aviation Airport as a Nonhub Primary Airport.
Charlevoix is a resort area. The surrounding area has many high end
cottages/summer homes. Charlevoix Municipal Airport has over 30,000 aircraft
operations per year with over 15,000 being itinerant. A large percentage of these
itinerant operations include passengers (vacationers and summer home users)
that also use the existing terminal and will use the new terminal.
The airport has no separate building for an FBO. The airport operations area will
be used by airport staff to attend to the general aviation aircraft and passengers.
They will provide Unicom communications with the aircraft, direct aircraft to
parking areas, assist passengers to and from the terminal (assure they are
separated from the charters), along with fueling of aircraft and maintaining a safe
environment in the terminal/apron area.
Second Floor
8. Item 1: The Pilot Areas are not normally eligible in a terminal building; however,
these areas will be considered eligible for this building because of the general
aviation and corporate pilot usage.
9. Item 2.a) The second floor Waiting Area will need additional justification to
document why the first floor waiting area (2,867 sf) is not adequate. The airport
serves over 17,000 passengers per year flying between Charlevoix Municipal
Airport and Beaver Island. This does not include thousand more GA passengers.
The highest percentage of passengers occurs on the weekends during the
summer months with peak passenger counts of 400 plus per day plus GA
passengers.
There is no separate departure/sterile holding area. The lobby/waiting area must
be large enough to accommodate passengers who arrive early, passengers with
delayed flights, and people who accompany passengers to the airport and are
picking passengers up on incoming flights along with passengers waiting for
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current flights. Please note that the existing terminal building waiting area is
currently inadequate to handle the existing peak usage with only one charter.
The expanded terminal will have two charter airlines. The expectation is that
passenger counts will increase when the second charter relocates from their
current off airport location to on the airport and is operating out of the same
building as the first charter. (See additional response after question 10)
10. Item 2.b) The Multi-Purpose Room would not be considered eligible based on its
proposed use as a viewing area and/or meeting room. If considered part of the
Waiting Area, the space must be justified in accordance with Comment # 9. Also
see comment #9 and additional response below. When the additional waiting
area is not needed for passengers, this area will be able to be used as a training
and/or meeting room. A room that is capable of holding airport related meetings
(36+ member pilot’s club meetings, airport related meetings, and meetings with
the FAA) is a necessity of a general aviation terminal.
Charlevoix Municipal Airport (CVX)
Terminal Building Space Allocation
Lobby (Lower Level) and Waiting Area (Upper Level)
Additional comments to questions 9 and 10 above
The Charlevoix Municipal Airport (CVX) terminal building layout has been developed by a Steering
Committee over the past seven months. The following are excerpts from the minutes of the May 28,
2009 and June 11, 2009 Steering Committee meetings –
1.

Circulation (“flow”) into, through and out of the new airport facility to waiting aircraft was
identified as the most critical issue to be resolved in any facility planning that is going to take
place.

2.

An “over-flow” space for charter service and FBO patrons if weather conditions necessitate
prolonged waiting time as a result of space in the individual operations lounges being
limited.

3.

Beaver Island operations are unique:
a. Passenger travel tends to be seasonal
b. Freight travel is year around—this phenomenon is more typical to Charlevoix Area
Facility than most other Class “G” Uncontrolled Airport Facilities.

4.

Freight:
a. Incoming goes directly to the respective charter service responsible for its delivery
b. Facilities to be in separate centralized space with appropriate storage area.
c. “Flow” of incoming freight, regardless from which side, to be accommodated.

It is clear from these excerpts that ‘passenger flow’ and ‘freight flow’ are key
considerations in developing the terminal building layout and space requirements. The
attached Exhibits depict the proposed circulation patterns and the proposed seating
areas of the main floor (Exhibit 1) and upper level (Exhibit 2). These areas were
designed to accommodate airline passengers, with their related luggage and carry-ons,
and associated meeters and greeters.
Sight cannot be lost that a key function of the terminal building is to serve as a terminus
point for the island bound residents of Beaver Island, the most remote inhabited island in
the Great Lakes, with a year-round population of 600 – from www.beaverisland.org. Flights
between CVX and Beaver Island are dependent on the variable weather conditions
associated with this Lake Michigan bound airport.
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During the airport busy time (generally the summer months), the two airlines
operating out of CVX can simultaneously be operating two aircraft each. One airline
flies Britten Norman Islanders with a 10 person capacity (9 passengers plus pilot), while
the second airline flies Partenavias with a 7 person capacity (6 passengers plus pilot).
Consequently, the expected maximum passenger/pilot count during the busy season
would be 34. When this occurs, but the weather does not cooperate (i.e. too low of
minimums to allow landing either at Beaver Island or at Charlevoix), the terminal
waiting area must accommodate the passengers (approximately 34), their luggage/cargo
and any meeters/greeters (estimated at 34 – 51, based conservatively on 1 to 1.5
meeter/greeter per passenger).
During low weather conditions, the building must also have capacity for General
Aviation (GA) passengers. While not a quantifiable number, the number of GA
passengers will be an impact that adds to the number of persons the terminal building
must be able to accommodate.
Because both airlines are able to operate unscheduled flights, in addition to their
scheduled flights, delayed flights can resume almost immediately when weather
permits. Therefore, it is incumbent on the passengers to ‘hang around’ the terminal
waiting for weather conditions to improve. This can result in upwards of 85, or more,
people mingling, sitting, stretching out and waiting for the weather to cooperate.
Exhibits 1 and 2 depict the circulation plan for the main floor and upper level. Because
airplane passengers tend to have luggage, laptop computers and other carry-ons, the
requisite circulation corridors must be necessarily wider than a standard hallway in, say,
an office. Additionally, it is important to maintain sufficient clearance in front of the
airline ticketing counters and the lunchette vending area to enable easy passenger
access.
The seating arrangement, as shown, represents a capacity of 26 seated persons on the
main floor and a capacity of 25 seated persons on the upper level, for a total seated
capacity of 51. This would leave, under the grounded flight condition described above,
up to 34 persons standing and/or milling about. It is realized other seating
configurations could result in several more, or several less, seats. However, that does
not change the reality of the important that the capacity of the proposed terminal
building be adequate to handle the proven passenger/people loads.
The terminal building site at CVX, which by making use of the airport’s exiting roadway
and parking lot system has good auto/public access, does have several space limiting
constraints (see Exhibit 3). Site expansion capability is constrained to the east (limited
by airport property line and the adjoining Harbor Industry facility) and has only limited
expansion capabilities to the west (limited by the airport electrical vault and
underground utilities). Expansion to the north is not an option due to proximity to the
aircraft apron and its proximity to the runway. And, finally, expansion to the south has
some prospect limited by the tradeoff of losing auto parking.
The terminal building footprint was developed with these constraints in mind to make
judicious use of available ground space. To account for all public use space as a single
story terminal, the building would footprint would be too large for the site. Therefore, it
was determined by the Steering Committee that the best approach is to build vertical
(build a second level) to accommodate the building space requirements while staying
within the available site footprint.
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This decision provides an economic value to the project, as well as providing the needed
terminal space in a limited area. New, single level construction for this type of building
is estimated at $250 per square foot ($250/sf), while second level construction is
estimated at $200/sf. Cost savings are primarily realized in a reduced length of building
footings/foundations and less roof area are needed. Considering the second level is
3,644 sf, the cost savings is estimated to be $182,200 over constructing the terminal
building on a single level.
Based on the above comments, I have estimated the preliminary eligible AIP
percentage at 62% (see attached spread sheet), which will be re-visited after the
requested additional justification is submitted. Based upon the above responses, we
believe that all area except the area behind the charter’s counter and their office area
are eligible. FAA funding for this building will be within available enplanement funds (1
million dollars per year). No discretionary funding is being requested.
A Steering Committee including the city and airport management, the two charter
airlines and local pilots/citizens reviewed the needs and areas required for the present
and near future and the provisions to expand in the future. To minimize building
size/cost, flight taxi service and rent-a-car space was not provided. As stated, the two
charters were members of the steering committee and had input into both their needs
and the needs of their passengers. The major issue to be addressed with a new
terminal was the movement of passengers including waiting areas.
The existing terminal was built about ten years ago without any FAA funds. The users
have already outgrown the existing terminal building. When a second charter company
wanted to provide passenger service to Beaver Island, they had to locate off airport
because there was no room in the existing terminal and nowhere on the airport to build
their own facility. A major concern during the scoping and sizing of the proposed
terminal was that it not be outgrown within five to ten years.
To provide space for the two existing charters, passengers, and baggage, the existing
terminal needs to be expanded. It was determined during the scoping phase that it
would not be cost effective to expand the existing terminal and that due to site
constraints it should be built with two stories. The existing terminal has an existing
airport manager’s office that will need to be replaced with the new terminal building.
The City Council, Mayor, City Manager and Airport Manager are 100 percent behind this
new terminal. It is needed to provide space for the existing users of the airport, and
expandable in the future, and will allow the airport to capture revenues that should be
coming into the airport to help make it self-sufficient. The building will incorporate
LEED/GREEN design allowing the new terminal building to be more energy efficient
than the current terminal.
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